‘TOGETHER WE CAN DO GREAT THINGS’

DREW
AND
JONATHAN
SCOTT
TV’S FAVOURITE TWINS ARE CELEBRATED FOR
THEIR BIG HEARTS BY A-LIST PALS
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actors team up with Canada’s
most famous brothers.
Ben Stiller and Susan Sarandon had the room in stitches
as they feted another dynamic
duo, Drew and Jonathan Scott,
at the 10th annual Artists for
Peace and Justice (APJ) gala.
Describing the towering
twins as “12-foot-something,”
Ben prepared to hand the pair
their Peace and Justice awards.
“What can’t they do?” exclaimed
Susan. “Jockey!” shot back the
Tropic Thunder actor.
The “Property Brothers,” 40,
were recognized for their philanthropic work in countries
including Haiti, which is the
focus of APJ’s efforts. “These
guys represent what happens
when you have a voice and you
use it for good,” said Ben.
Accepting the award amid
friendly ribbing, Jonathan said:
“We had a very humble childhood, a pretty simple life. We
grew up on a farm –my dad was
a Scottish immigrant who became a cowboy in Alberta...”
“His dad, not my dad,” twin

brother Drew interjected dryly,
eliciting giggles from the crowd.
A-LIST APPETIZERS
The stars showed they were on a
mission to serve – literally, as Alisters including Instinct’s Alan
Cumming played waiter to a
roomful of VIP guests.
And although lifetime achievement award winner Harry Bela-
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ou know you’re in for a
lively night when two of
Y
Hollywood’s most colourful

‘These guys represent what
happens when you have a voice and
you use it for good’ – BEN STILLER
fonte, 91, was sadly absent owing
to ill health, Haitian musician Paul
Beaubrun (later joined by co-host
Jackson Browne) paid tribute with
a rousing rendition of “The Banana Boat Song” – and got everyone singing “Day-o”!
As the night drew to a close, a

“truly humbled” Drew took to
Twitter to sum up his sentiments.
“Thanks,” he wrote, “for sharing
our belief that we are on this
Earth to give back ... Together we
can do great things.”
REPORT: ALISON EASTWOOD

APJ board co-chairs Ben and
Susan (in town for the première
of Viper Club) serve dinner at
Toronto’s Windsor Arms hotel
alongside (from left) Yannick
Bisson, Deborah Rennard, Alan
Cumming, David Daniels,
Marchelle Sellers, Shantelle
Bisson, and co-chairs Natasha
Koifman and Suzanne Boyd.
Above left: ‘Waiter’ Ben shares
a laugh with co-host George
Stroumboulopoulos. The 10th
annual gala raised $1.4 million
for children in Haiti.
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